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ABSTRACT 

Serious Games that have a specific purpose other than being an interesting or fun 
medium for users. In the concept of learning, it is as if you are giving the learning process 
to students who do not realize that the primary purpose of Serious Games is to learn. 
Various studies prioritize the immersive side of Serious Games to optimize their use so 
that players can take advantage of the main objectives of Serious Games. There is a 
difference in understanding between fun and reality, where Serious Games' main goal 
requires a data approach. However, if enter accurate data too advanced to create a real 
situation, it can detract from the fun side of a serious game. This review paper discusses 
various research results that prioritize immersion in designing and developing Serious 
Games, ranging from various methodologies to the factors that affect the success rate of 
Serious Games. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

Rapidly developing computer systems help fulfill human needs such as learning,
marketing, entertainment, games, and even prediction. Humans find it easier to learn new 
knowledge in situations that are comfortable using technology (Ghavifekr and Rosdy, 
2015; Whitaker, 2020). This comfortable situation can be created when there is a fun side 
of a system to understand and remember knowledge quickly. As for business people, the 
goal of a comfortable situation system is to make users comfortable in advertising and to 
make them more interested in the product so that more products are sold 
(Digitalcommons@uri and Jacobsen, 2017; Folkvord and van 't Riet, 2018; Kareem, 
2021). User comfort for the system or a system giving the effect of feeling happy to the 
user can be realized in a game with a specific purpose in the system called a Serious 
Game. 

Serious Game is a game used for self-pleasure in playing and as a medium for teaching, 
conveying information, and educating by combining elements of experimentation and 
emotional freedom by actively playing to provide the broadest stretch of mind to players 
(Abt, 1987). Serious Game is a broader definition of "game" because every part of the 
device that is made is not only intended for entertainment, but there is a particular 
purpose with its structure of a game (Sawyer and Smith, 2008). Serious gaming is not 
just to make users happy. Still, there are elements of imagination and provide knowledge 
and games used pedagogically for political, social, marketing, economic, environmental, 
or other purposes (Ma et al., 2011). 

Some researchers distinguish between Serious Game and games for learning. In 
general, whatever form of the Game is used for Education is serious play. Even so, it can 
still be categorized as a Serious Game if the main goal is more than the fun side. Most 
game designers and researchers agree edutainment game is a serious part of gaming
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(Sawyer and Smith, 2008; Calderón et al., 2017; De Gloria 
et al., 2014; Droso s et al., 2018; Nima et al., 2019; Rankin 
et al., 2008; Ratan and Ritterfeld, 2009; Vlachopoulos and 
Makri, 2017). 

2. SERIOUS GAME IN EDUCATION

The main objective of Education is the delivery of
textbook knowledge, and there is a combination of 
entertainment and Education to increase student motivation 
or strengthen the learning paradigm; edutainment is a game 
that is a Serious Game (Shen et al., 2009). Another concept 
that is very much alike and partially overlaps with the 
Serious Game category is e-learning and digital-based 
learning. The concept of e-learning has become popular as 
serious gaming, moreover, it has also become the topic of 
research in various disciplines, among others are 
psychology, pedagogy, or computer science and information 
technology (Haythornthwaite et al., 2016). It is as much the 
same as entertainment education terms, the conception of e-
learning refers to any computer-based learning. Unlike 
entertainment education that is not attached to any particular 
medium, e-learning is integrated with computers.. E-
learning does not imply a need for entertainment and 
pleasure in the learning process. The main advantage of e-
learning is that it allows distance learning and learners to be 
distributed in different locations and non-parallel or 
asynchronous and flexible learning. E-learning is basically 
about the flexibility of learning in time and space. Using the 
broadest possible definition of e-learning as computer-
based learning of any kind, one can include serious gaming 

as a subcategory (Koubek and Macleod, 2004; Pivec and 
Kearney, 2007).  

 The serious forms of digital gaming are parts of e-
learning, yet, the terms of serious games still overlap with 
another term, such as game-based learning (GBL) or digital 
game-based learning (DGBL) (Prensky, 2007). However, 
those terms are slightly different. Game-based learning is 
more likely refers to the pre-video game definition of 
serious gaming. While digital game-based learning (DGBL) 
is identical to the modern use of 'Serious Games' for 
computer video games with/for educational purposes. 
However, the initial definition of DGBL was more in line 
with the characteristics of e-learning as he dubbed DGBL 
"any learning on the computer or online" (Prensky, 2007). 
Fig 1 describes the relationship between edutainment, 
Game-based learning (GBL), Digital Game Base learning 
(DGBL), e-learning, and Serious Games. 

From some opinions, in a Serious Game, fun elements 
can still be provided regardless of the main goal. So that by 
using Serious Games, you can achieve your goals while still 
making users happy in the classification of Serious Games. 
As in educational training and games, they are increasing 
fun generates interest and positive emotions by using 
ludative learning methods (Sanchez, 2013). Research has 
been carried out on the implementation of games for 
training and learning, such as training on tillage with a plow 
(Adisusilo et al., 2018; Adisusilo et al., 2020), educational 
facilities in the sport's economics undergraduate program, 
namely the Serious Game Top Eleven (Afthinos et al., 2021). 
There are also Serious Games whose aim is to make students 
play an active role in the learning process and is as tool to 
gain knowledge so that playing is more adaptive and 
effective (Arnold et al., 2013; Wassila and Tahar, 2012). 

Fig 1. The relationship between Edutainment, Game Base learning (GBL), Digital Game Base learning (DGBL), E-
learning, and Serious Games 
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Fig. 2. Fun game, Serious Game, and Simulator correlation diagram from fun and reality point of view 

From the various explanations, while there is still a fun 
side to the game, one of the Serious Games is suitable for 
learning media rather than just a fun game. From another 
perspective, Is the Serious Game and simulator are the same? 
Then from the point of view of trying to provide actual data 
in a system, a Serious Game and simulator are almost 
similar, such as a commonly used mathematical process 
simulator such as Matlab - Simulink (commercial) or Scilab 
- Scicos (freeware). There is no flow for fun in the system
simulator that makes users even more interested in using it,
although it is still possible to have a fun side with a Serious
Game concept. Such as simulators for heating operations
used in the hydrocarbon and chemical processing industry
(HPI / CPI) to heat liquid hydrocarbons converted to fuels
such as gasoline or chemicals such as ethylene, the aim of
providing realistic training before they work with actual
equipment (Baukal and Bussman, 2009).

Another example is the simulation of building a PC-based 
flight test laboratory experiment to detail the flow of 
experiments carried out (Smith, 2001). There can also be 
research to analyze the impact of "correcting feedback" (i.e., 
feedback showing only student errors) and "reflective 
feedback" (i.e., feedback including clues to encourage 
students to rethink specific answers) on student learning 
effectiveness (Jaeger and Adair, 2019). From some of these 
examples, the data approach is used to achieve reality. Still, 
there is no mention of the side that makes simulator users 
interested in using the simulator if it has not been successful. 

Whereas the fun game method where, in a game that only 
aims to have fun, the effects caused mainly on players are 
eudaimonic and hedonic. As in the article on digital game 
exploration, it is argued that adolescents cite narrative 
aspects more (i.e., a game story, characters, moral choices). 
The players to close for real-world players needs 
audiovisual elements such as graphics and soundtracks as 
important triggers of the eudaimonic playing experience 
(Daneels et al., 2020). 

Whereas the article on the potential of CA for service 
firms by creating social closeness and enabling fast and 
measured communication with customers suggests a game 
that can make a social presence an essential predictor of 
hedonic and utilitarian value and corporate goals in business 
(Bedué, 2020). In an article examining the effectiveness of 
games and films in student learning to revive courses, 
games could bring fun and pop culture to international 

relations classes, compared to using films (Brandle, 2020). 
The relationship between Fun Game, Serious Game, 
Simulation, shown in Fig. 2. 

3. EDUCATION GAME IN SERIOUS GAME
CLASSIFICATION

The concept of a Serious Game with a particular purpose
other than the fun side is for learning/training purposes, so 
it is often called the Edu Game. The design of the Serious 
Game model aims to feel that playing the game will get the 
knowledge gained from the consequences when playing 
(Barbosa et al., 2014) so that Serious Games are not boring. 
In basic game design, the main domain is a pedagogy that 
prioritizes design for learning purposes, games that 
prioritize game design that is not boring. Fidelity prioritizes 
simulation designs that are the same as reality (Rooney, 
2012). Regardless of the purpose for learning, the Serious 
Game can be classified based on the criteria and dimensions 
of "Serious and Game."(Sawyer and Smith, 2008). 

Criteria Serious Game 
According to Serious Game taxonomy, these criteria are 

divided into single and multiple criteria (Sawyer and Smith, 
2008). These recommendations can be split based on 
"market-based" and "goal-based.". in single market-based 
criteria are Healthcare games, Public policy games, 
Strategic Communication games, Defense games, and 
Training and Education games (Zyda, 2005). Then, research 
(Michael, 2006) includes Military Games, Government 
Games, Cooperate games, Healthcare Games, Political 
Games, Religious Games, and Art Games. In addition, 
according to Alvarez and Michaud (2008), several games 
are classified as single criteria market-based, namely 
Advertising Games, Information & Communication Games, 
Culture Games, Activism Games. In this opinion, edugame 
(game based on education), including training, is stated 
together to be categorized as a single market-based criterion 
of Serious Games. The single purposed established criteria 
according to (Saurina et al., 2016; Bergeron, 2006; Bogost, 
2005), Edugame is part of these criteria (De Gloria et al., 
2014; Nima et al., 2019). 

Classification Serious Game base dimension “serious” 
and “game.” 

Based on the concept of Serious Games purpose, almost 
all researchers agree that Edu games fall into this criterion 
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(Calderón et al., 2017; Drosos et al., 2018; Vlachopoulos 
and Makri, 2017). The Serious Games with their concept of 
combining five components consisting of Rules, Input 
methods, Spacer-related setup, Time-related setup, Drama-
related is apart from their purpose and scope of the game 
series itself.  Furthermore, Serious games basically can be 
distinguished based on its concept of learning in educational 
games, namely Information Games in News, Persuasive 
Political Games and Advertising Games, Subjectively 
Military Games and Art Game, and based on the coverage 
of the Serious Games, namely topic/market and 
audience/public user (Sanford et al., 2015; Sanmugan et al., 
2014; Valladares-Rodríguez et al., 2016). 

4. IMMERSIVITY IN SERIOUS GAME

A game that can absorb the player into the game world
then consistently feels in it. "Suspension of Disbelief" or a 
mental state that the player reaches when the player is 
completely immersed in forgets that he is playing the games 
(Iii and Ogden, 2005). The concept of fidelity supports this 
situation, or it can cause players to be loyal or to continue 
to follow all the gameplay in the Serious Game. The concept 
of fidelity in the Serious Games points out to the extents to 
which the games imitate the natural world. Alexander et al. 
(2005). Two levels of fidelity known in the Serious Games 
which are physical fidelity and functional fidelity. The first 
is refers to the degree of the game environment looks, 
sounds, and feels natural accordingly, physical fidelity is 
determined by factors including visual appearance, control, 
audio, and variable physical model of player control  
(Maran and Glavin, 2003).  

The latter refers to the extent the game environment 
simulate the real world response to the player actions 
including game narrative and interactivity elements. 
Alexander et al. (2005). The rationale for fidelity in the 
Serious Game comes from a dual pedagogical goal: (a) 
exciting and immersive and (b) presenting a practical 
learning experience. Besides being supported by a realistic 
and 3D visual display, from the perspective of experiential 
learning, fidelity is the assurance that the results are 
following the actual situation to evoke the player's 
experience as in the real world (Rooney, 2012). Three levels 
relate to how players feel when they are playing and affect 
the immersiveness of the games (Brown and Cairns, 2004; 
Zemliansky and Wilcox, 2010; Brown et al., 2004), namely 
Engagement, Engrossment and Total Immersion. 

4.1 Engagement 
Access to playing games is a player's initial/basic 

involvement with the game, which is a preference that can 
easily remove barriers that hinder interest in playing. For 
example, with easy controls, even just tinkering with the 
buttons, a game can run, and the player will become 
proficient on their own. Time investment into the game, in 
playing it will require a lot of time and energy, so the 

barriers that make players feel that they are wasting time 
playing the game must be overcome. The player's effort to 
reach the target game requires much energy in playing. So 
we need a reward, usually in the form of a score or game 
bonus, to give players satisfaction in playing. Removing 
barriers to uninteresting initial preferences makes players 
feel like they are not wasting time and energy playing. The 
players involved will be interested in the game and want to 
continue playing. 

Immersivity is a graded involvement (Brown and Cairns, 
2004). The concept of engagement in the Serious Game with 
the level of participation of the players has been carried out 
in several recent studies. With a simple video game scenario 
plot to train health workers in maintaining hand hygiene to 
prevent the transmission of pathogens and infections related 
to health care, it is claimed to function as an educational 
medium (Sax and Longtin, 2011). This is associated with 
the concept of Immersion with a repeated and 
straightforward scenario that can be listened to players to 
provide education indirectly to increase user engagement. In 
the Immersive Serious Game research, which aims to train 
electricians in critical activities, namely routine 
maintenance, the electrical power station includes an NPC 
(non-player character) to be more adaptive in making 
decisions while the maintenance process is in progress. The 
obstacle in the game is more likely to be able to increase 
user experience; this is a User Experience (UX) concept that 
can add to user engagement (de Geus et al., 2020). 
Optimization calculations from the depth of the agricultural 
land preparation process are based on actual conditions to 
help feedback information in the gameplay scenario. It is 
expected that user experience will arise in the game by 
increasing the Serious Game's immersive side (Adisusilo et 
al., 2018; Adisusilo et al., 2020). 

Another research is immersive virtual reality that virtual 
Immersion can be  used to develop collaborative 
educational applications. Multiple users can collaborate in a 
virtual common room and communicate with each other via 
voice. With the collaborative environment for geography 
education, case studies are developed and evaluated. The 
experimental visualization scenario explores the possibility 
of studying geography in a collaborative virtual 
environment. (Doležal et al., 2017). In doctrinal training, the 
army used immersive game-based in peak training 
instruction, incorporated into real-time strategy games 
intended to train and assess their understanding and 
compliance (Bond et al., 2017). In an experiment using 
original content from Europe's top orchestras to improve the 
learning aspects of listening to music, for education and 
personal enrichment, audio signal processing was used to 
separate different sound sources (instruments) in an acoustic 
(orchestral) (Janer et al., 2016). This research shows that 
achieving immersiveness in a system scenario in the form 
of system flow, audio, video, or algorithm optimization 
increases engagement. 
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4.2 Engrossment 
The excitement in the game is greatly influenced by 

design in making the game so that players, post-playing, feel 
drained of energy because it is a game that is appealing and 
cool to play so that player does not feel drained of energy 
when the games is finished. Some of the things that are used 
to plan this game are the details of the visual design of the 
game to make it look luxurious, interesting tasks or targets 
in the game based on scenarios from the game story, as well 
as exciting plots or games as well as plans in the game 
environment, thus making players curious. 

Based on the design-making of the game, players can feel 
drained of energy because it is fun when playing. This is an 
engrossment concept. Some researches has also been done. 
Such as for the introduction of history or early culture to the 
younger generation can be taught using immersive virtual 
applications: using gamification technology, technological 
and economical accessibility of the VR HMD (head-
mounted display) viewers. The use of this technology is 
desirable and increases the Engrossment of users (Luigini 
and Basso, 2021). Another cultural research within the 
framework of a case study of cultural heritage, by applying 
part of a Serious Game called Hippocratica Civitas Game, 
in which the gameplay comes from the historical sites of San 
Pietro a Corte and Palazzo Fruscione in the city of Salerno, 
Italy, and to solve puzzles. The results of the game 
evaluation show that the game is effective in terms of: firstly, 
gaining knowledge, secondly, participants who enjoy the 
game are deeply involved in profound experiences, and 
finally, assess the game positively for educational learning 
in cultural heritage (Andreoli et al., 2017). The research that 
puts forward scenarios in the narrative to form Serious 
Games to teach certain cultures effectively supported by 
several narratives, educational, immersion theories, 
educational games are culturally relevant and immersive 
(Baker et al., 2017). 

In another cultural study, I-Ulysses research, a virtual 
reality game designed to be based on the famous work of 
Ulysses by Irish writer James Joyce. Aspects of 
gamification are explored at I-Ulysses through locks, 
including focusing on virtual worlds and crowd intelligence 
based on real-world data to determine how Serious Games 
can be used in these cultural heritage preservations and 
knowledge transfer principles. With the concept of 
immersive virtual and gamification to interact with I-
Ulysses, the Serious Game can see that the application 
presented through a virtual reality lens provides an 
informative and educational guide for Ulysses to engage 
and expand the audience (O’Connor et al., 2020). The 
framework of designing learning games to provide students 
with a more immersive gaming experience was proposed in 
the research to create a gaming environment combined with 
arcade games and serious learning games to provide 
students with a deeper and better gaming experience. (Lv et 
al., 2018; Yang et al., 2019). By adding the Oculus Rift 
device to increase immersivity accompanied by user activity, 

the engagement side will be higher in-game education 
(Loup et al., 2016). 

Learning technology with the immersive Serious Game 
can be applied to the development of UI and UX for the 
concept of Heuristic Evaluation and Mobile Instruction 
(Gordon et al., 2016). Besides that, the application of HMD 
(helmet-mounted display) to educate passengers about 
flight safety has successfully shown that serious deep play 
is more exciting and evocative fear rather than security 
cards (Chittaro and Buttussi, 2015). Based on game-based 
creative learning as a combination of constructive, 
immersive, and reflective aspects, research is carried out 
using "games" in mathematics education. The game can use 
that mathematical thinking to think about game scenarios as 
a whole, to regulate the competitive aspects of the game, 
and ensure that the gameplay is fair and balanced. for all 
users (Misfeldt and Gjedde, 2015). The DoCENT (Digital 
Creativity ENhanced in Teacher education) project co-
funded by the EU's Erasmus + program aims to enhance 
digital creativity in the context of Early Training Education 
(ITE). The study describes a DoCENT game prototype and 
discusses a model that includes five steps. In particular, 
focus on the co-creation process to design learning 
scenarios with actual Serious Game teachers and users. In 
addition, this paper shows the learning scenario 
methodology, the interactions of the players, and the 
feedback obtained from the adaptive tutoring system (Di 
Fuccio et al., 2020). From various studies, the combination 
of tools, UI, UX, and scenarios that support more user 
interaction is designed to increase attractiveness and 
engagement, namely Engrossment, because the fun of 
playing is a concept of user preoccupation in games, thus 
increasing Serious Game immersion. 

4.3 Total Immersion 
In this section, the game must make the player get into 

the game's atmosphere so that the experience arises for the 
player. The limitation of total Immersion is that it can not 
include player empathy or attachment to the game's 
atmosphere. Player empathy is usually tied to the characters 
of the game. At the same time, the atmosphere is the 
environment of the game in the game. Therefore, combining 
various elements such as graphics, sound, and gameplay 
(scenarios and stories) is crucial. So that in making games 
with total Immersion, what needs to be considered are the 
visual, auditory, and mental elements of the players. 

In Total Immersion, users feel the real situation so that the 
Virtual Reality model, Virtual environment, is integrated 
into Serious Games. Total Immersion can be realized with 
accurate data for Serious Game system processes 
manifested in Serious Gameplay and game scenarios. The 
use of camera technology to control the game so that the 
player seems to be monitoring / holding the agricultural 
equipment machine used in the form of Serious Games for 
agricultural training because if using traditional training 
requires high training costs, low efficiency, and the risk of 
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accidents (Wang et al., 2013). The development of a Serious 
Game to achieve total Immersion requires equipment of 
control and sensors. Besides combining multimedia 
elements and adaptive gameplay flow, such as using the 
Immersive virtual reality concept, it can make users feel like 
they are in real life. Research in emergency medicine 
education and training uses the Serious Game of VR has 
been successfully assessed as a practical educational 
approach and increases training effectiveness in enhancing 
through "presence experiences" or reducing the perceived 
limitations of using virtual media (Lerner et al., 2020). 

Another research is to develop hardware and software to 
enhance Serious Game immersion to achieve total 
Immersion. Included in professional training media is about 
how to use interactive models to enhance medical imaging 
and machine operational safety training in technical 
facilities and laboratories. In the form of an information 
model in a simulation, machine functional safety training 
can develop a realistic virtual environment (Bernal, 2020). 
In addition to the user control side, sound must improve in 
a Serious Game. The multimedia side, including audio, must 
also be enhanced to increase immersiveness. By creating a 
convincing environment that must be supported by audio, 
which is known as environmental modeling, that is closer to 
reality, audio is important in such immersiveness (Sinclair, 
2020).  

The concept of immersiveness is realized by combining 
virtual reality and Serious Games with interactive and 
attractive models. For example, it is useful and effective for 
self-rescue exercises during an earthquake for children. 
More adaptive gameplay is developed so that pedagogical 
strategies use different contexts and content. (Feng et al., 
2020, Feng et al., 2021). In research with the CREAM 
model for Civic Education, Historical Relevance, 
Engagement, Applicability, and Multimodality, which aims 
to introduce archaeological and historical content into the 
classroom in the form of the IVR Carthago Nova video 
game.  Immersive virtual reality (IVR) is needed in the 
category of Total Immersion to make the goal work better 
(Egea-Vivancos and Arias-Ferrer, 2020). Cognitive and 
motor skills are the case for Percutaneous Coronary 
Intervention (PCI), a standard procedure in which a 
hemodynamic professional removes narrowing or 
blockages of the coronary arteries trained using Immersive 
VR and concludes. That it has potential as a learning tool 
for medical education using VR technology.  

VR is part of the Serious Game because it still prioritizes 
certain goals and has a fun side for its users (Perez-Gutierrez 
et al., 2020). In addition, the research combines five aspects 
of STEAM education (a learning approach that integrates 
Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts, and Mathematics 
as a pathway to guide student inquiry, discussion, and 
critical thinking.) Which is combined with the ARCS 
motivation model (group motivation theory: attention (A), 
relevance (R), trust (C), and satisfaction (S).) The research 

shows that an Immersive VR (IVR) learning mechanism can 
effectively trigger students' motivation to learn new 
knowledge while enhancing learning (Wang et al., 2018). 
Virtual Reality (VR) and Virtual Environment (VE) 
equipment - then Oculus Rift, Microsoft Hololens, and Sony 
Playstation VR - is a solution to provide users with an 
immersive interactive experience in the concept of off-the-
shelf technology into Augmented Learning. Become the 
primary realistic tool. Most systems are built with a game 
model using a game machine, where a game with a 
particular purpose that is a Serious Game can have a 
learning effect as the desired consequence of playing 
(Gordon and Brayshaw, 2017). 

As a groundbreaking form for law students, even the 
Westminster University Law and Computer Science 
department can explore real case scenarios using Virtual 
Reality (VR) technology to discover key pieces. Evidence 
from real scenarios and decide whether a criminal case is a 
murder or not. Called REVRLaw (REal and Virtual Reality 
Law), REVRLaw integrates Immersion into VR as the 
perception of being physically present in the non-physical 
world. In the Serious Game, the prototype and mechanism 
are used to focus on the criminal case and make the best use 
of this immersive learning approach (Mentzelopoulos et al., 
2016). Interactive technology based on the user's 
movements and gestures in physical space is overgrowing, 
widely used in entertainment games, such as Kinect-based 
games. Teknologi interactive can incorporate the ability to 
explore outer space through Kinect-based games into 
Serious Game design. Therefore, as an example, Kinect 
applied the ancient world map, Kunyu Quantum, from the 
National Palace Museum collection in Serious Game 
development (Peng et al., 2015). The Oculus Rift DK2 is 
used in experiments to provide immersive virtual reality 
with affective scenarios for application fields such as health, 
education, and training. 

Designing interactive games that are responsive to user 
emotions increases user effectiveness and acceptance. A 
major factor in user interactions is emotional reactions to 
game scenarios, which has motivated us to analyze 
immersive games using biofeedback (Li et al., 2015). 
Perceptual input is an area that appears in HCI which 
suggests that the Development of a Perceptual User 
Interface (PUI) is a part that encourages total Immersion so 
that Serious Game users using cellular can form an 
immersive social networking environment because there are 
various kinds of input devices, software platforms, 
interaction possibilities, and various ways to combine all of 
the above elements in achieving the PUI concept 
(Mentzelopoulos et al., 2015). VR-based fire safety training 
for healthcare staff at Vincent Van Gogh Hospital (VVG) in 
Belgium demonstrates that VR SG is more effective than 
slide-based lectures in terms of knowledge acquisition and 
retention and increasing self-efficacy in the short and long 
term than college; slide-based (Rahouti et al., 2021). 
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Fig. 3. Immersive data distribution chart of published papers (Scopus indexing) 

5. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

This article uses Harzing's Publish and Perish's tools
using keywords; immersive, immersive Serious Games, and 
immersive educational games. By searching the two groups 
of papers indexed by Scopus and Crossref in the past six 
years, we found 107 articles indexed by Scopus and 200 
papers indexed by Crossref. The 200 paper indexed Crossref 
contained the word immersive in the paper title, 172 or 86% 
discussed immersivity. In contrast, of the 107 Scopus papers, 
only 25 included the word immersive in the title, or only 
23% focused on immersivity. So the percentage can 
interpret that research on Immersion in Serious Games is 
interesting research. Still, many factors influence or involve 
many disciplines to do this research, so the trend of 
immersive research is less than the internal game itself. The 
literature review focused on Immersion as the main 
objective of the study. Literature took most of the cases from 
Scopus immersive indexing, which according to research 
trends in the last six years. It was grouped according to three 
levels of Immersion, between research with the concept of 
development towards total Immersion and balanced 
Engrossment. At the same time, those that increased 
engagement were less, as shown in the graph in Fig. 3. 

From the three levels of Immersion, namely engagement, 
Engrossment, and Total Immersion, researchers always try 
to get to total Immersion, but many factors influence total 
Immersion. For example, Serious Game developments that 
continue until now, especially in the concept of 
immersiveness, are; Microsoft Flight Simulator, which has 
been around for 39 years, has been developing a serious 
gaming concept since 1982 with the release of Microsoft 
Flight Simulator 1.0., The gameplay is still a single player 
with limited gameplay rules, namely: The starting airport is 
Meigs Field in Chicago, with views of the city skyline to the 

left and Lake Michigan to the right. This will remain the 
default airport in future versions of Microsoft Flight 
Simulator until the actual airport is closed and RGB display 
is limited to the IBM PC, a Serious Game concept as a 
training medium for aspiring airplane pilots, for aspiring 
pilots to practice piloting an airplane (Hockman, 1987). 
Simple gameplay can already reflect the actual situation of 
the airport because this flight simulator system will be 
completed in one gameplay rule when the airport closes. 
This gameplay is part of the concept of presenting actual 
data to users, in this case, the Microsoft flight simulator 
version. This makes the player feel can dive deeper into the 
game and participate in the reality of airplane flights at the 
airport. Besides that, the dashboard display that has been 
made follows reality-airplane steering button condition.  

The concept of engagement is still emphasized in this 
version, as the development of version 1 appeared in 1984 
with the addition of joystick and mouse input, as well as 
support for RGB monitors (4-color CGA graphics), the IBM 
PC, and (in later versions) ) Hercules graphics and LCDs for 
laptops. The new simulator expanded the scenery coverage 
to include a model of the entire United States, although the 
airports were limited to the same areas as in Microsoft Flight 
Simulator 1.0. This version also puts forward the concept of 
engagement because the graphic supporters have not yet 
reached reality (PC Mag 1984-10-02, 1984; PC Word, 1984). 
The idea of engineering has been used following Windows 
95, namely Microsoft Flight Simulator 1995, with more 
scenes and scenarios in gameplay and more aircraft. Notice 
the texture mapped runway, planes, and sky.  

The high density of 3-D buildings continues to increase 
in the Engrossment concept to players until 2000, including 
aircraft type according to conditions at the airport. This 
version was also released with support for Microsoft 
Sidewinder Joystick Pro Force Feedback, allowing players 
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to receive multiple sensory inputs from simulated trim 
forces on airplane controls (Moore, 2007). Furthermore, it 
continues to be developed until now so that it can achieve 
total Immersion with various supports such as weather 
simulations based on actual weather conditions, flight 
schedules according to natural, and also the number of 
luggage and real passengers (Simulator, 2019; Simulator, 
2020) 

The development of a Serious Game is carried out in 
stages by prioritizing the concept of continuous 
immersiveness. Accordingly, the need for actual data and 
actual conditions to form the gameplay side, control, and 
support for environmental modeling are also needed in the 
form of images, videos and even audio. The imbalance 
between gameplay, user control, photos, video, and audio 
causes the immersive concept to have not reached total 
Immersion or is still at the level of engagement and 
Engrossment or partial Immersion. With total Immersion, 
the specific goal of a Serious Game that is not just 
entertainment can be adequately achieved, especially in 
terms of learning material conveyed through games can lead 
to a good user experience so that it is effective in learning. 
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	The latter refers to the extent the game environment simulate the real world response to the player actions including game narrative and interactivity elements. Alexander et al. (2005). The rationale for fidelity in the Serious Game comes from a dual ...
	4.1 Engagement

	Access to playing games is a player's initial/basic involvement with the game, which is a preference that can easily remove barriers that hinder interest in playing. For example, with easy controls, even just tinkering with the buttons, a game can run...
	Immersivity is a graded involvement (Brown and Cairns, 2004). The concept of engagement in the Serious Game with the level of participation of the players has been carried out in several recent studies. With a simple video game scenario plot to train ...
	Another research is immersive virtual reality that virtual Immersion can be  used to develop collaborative educational applications. Multiple users can collaborate in a virtual common room and communicate with each other via voice. With the collaborat...
	4.2 Engrossment

	The excitement in the game is greatly influenced by design in making the game so that players, post-playing, feel drained of energy because it is a game that is appealing and cool to play so that player does not feel drained of energy when the games i...
	Based on the design-making of the game, players can feel drained of energy because it is fun when playing. This is an engrossment concept. Some researches has also been done. Such as for the introduction of history or early culture to the younger gene...
	In another cultural study, I-Ulysses research, a virtual reality game designed to be based on the famous work of Ulysses by Irish writer James Joyce. Aspects of gamification are explored at I-Ulysses through locks, including focusing on virtual worlds...
	Learning technology with the immersive Serious Game can be applied to the development of UI and UX for the concept of Heuristic Evaluation and Mobile Instruction (Gordon et al., 2016). Besides that, the application of HMD (helmet-mounted display) to e...
	4.3 Total Immersion

	In this section, the game must make the player get into the game's atmosphere so that the experience arises for the player. The limitation of total Immersion is that it can not include player empathy or attachment to the game's atmosphere. Player empa...
	In Total Immersion, users feel the real situation so that the Virtual Reality model, Virtual environment, is integrated into Serious Games. Total Immersion can be realized with accurate data for Serious Game system processes manifested in Serious Game...
	Another research is to develop hardware and software to enhance Serious Game immersion to achieve total Immersion. Included in professional training media is about how to use interactive models to enhance medical imaging and machine operational safety...
	The concept of immersiveness is realized by combining virtual reality and Serious Games with interactive and attractive models. For example, it is useful and effective for self-rescue exercises during an earthquake for children. More adaptive gameplay...
	VR is part of the Serious Game because it still prioritizes certain goals and has a fun side for its users (Perez-Gutierrez et al., 2020). In addition, the research combines five aspects of STEAM education (a learning approach that integrates Science,...
	As a groundbreaking form for law students, even the Westminster University Law and Computer Science department can explore real case scenarios using Virtual Reality (VR) technology to discover key pieces. Evidence from real scenarios and decide whethe...
	Designing interactive games that are responsive to user emotions increases user effectiveness and acceptance. A major factor in user interactions is emotional reactions to game scenarios, which has motivated us to analyze immersive games using biofeed...
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	5. Discussion and Summary

	This article uses Harzing's Publish and Perish's tools using keywords; immersive, immersive Serious Games, and immersive educational games. By searching the two groups of papers indexed by Scopus and Crossref in the past six years, we found 107 articl...
	From the three levels of Immersion, namely engagement, Engrossment, and Total Immersion, researchers always try to get to total Immersion, but many factors influence total Immersion. For example, Serious Game developments that continue until now, espe...
	The concept of engagement is still emphasized in this version, as the development of version 1 appeared in 1984 with the addition of joystick and mouse input, as well as support for RGB monitors (4-color CGA graphics), the IBM PC, and (in later versio...
	The high density of 3-D buildings continues to increase in the Engrossment concept to players until 2000, including aircraft type according to conditions at the airport. This version was also released with support for Microsoft Sidewinder Joystick Pro...
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